**Serbia: Floods - Situation (as of 28 May 2014)**

Situation in most affected areas as of 28 May:

- Emergency situation remains in 2 cities and 14 municipalities.
- Stagnation is expected on the Rivers Danube and Sava.
- Floods compromised critical infrastructure including industrial facilities near rivers and excavation mines.
- Great number of landslides and mudslides affecting critical infrastructure, threat of further landslides.
- Many road closures.
- Agricultural losses in flooded area widespread.
- Minor risk of landmine displacement.

International response as of 28 May:

- High capacity pumping operations continue to be concentrated in Belgrade-Obrenovac but are hampered by dam breaches.
- Further pumping operations in several locations ongoing although now reducing in number.
- High capacity water purification facilities being deployed.
- Biological decontamination is ongoing.
- Landslides and risk of further landslides being assessed.
- Logistics capacity being assessed.

**Data sources**

Situation data:
- Affected locations: MoI SEM
- Pumping and Water Purification: EUCPT
- Dam Breaches: UNDAC, DEMA
- Rivers: MoI SEM, Flood extent: NASA MODIS
- Landslides: UNDSS, Closed Roads: AMSS
- Mine risk: RoSMAC, Industry: UNDAC
- Boundaries: MoI SEM, Settlements: Europa

**Created:** 2014-05-26, **Map Document:** MA003T7_Situation0529_A3

**Risk of Mine Migration, 2014-05-27, Low Risk**

- Industrial sites at risk, 2014-05-26
  - Antimony mine
  - Chemical plant
  - Other industry
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